
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCING Luke !  This handsome English Fox Hound is almost 3yrs young, neutered,  

about 55lbs, fully vaccinated, hw negative,  house trained and waiting for his next great 

home and family. LUKE can be a bit shy initially (and may walk away until comfortable), 

but very friendly once he's secure with his surroundings and companions.  He does BEST  

if there is another dog in the family as he finds lots of comfort and security with his  

4-legged friends. He had a rough start in life, sadly he spent the first  12 - 14 months in a 

crate outside and was abused by the use of a shock collar.  His current owner rescued him 

from that ugly life, and has helped him move on with wonderful loving care and training for 

a wonderful life inside.  LUKE needs a new home now, because his current owner works long 

hours and knows LUKE will make an even better (much happier) family pet with another dog 

as his companion ... along w/humans of course ;-)  LUKE enjoys car rides, walks, and hikes 

(in the great outdoors of course) and munching on a bone occasionally. Companionship is a 

"high value treat" for him, so wherever you are he wants to be there as well.   He is 

comfortable being at home while his companions work (no separation anxiety); his demeanor 

is pretty "laid back" most of the time.  LUKE knows a few basic commands: sit, stay, come, 

and will walk well on a leash when/if reminded . Training is a special joy for LUKE because 

he loves spending quality time w/his peeps.  A fenced yard is a definite requirement for 

this great young man, and children over the age of 12.  If interested in meeting or adopting 

LUKE , please Email petsRRpassion@gmail.com OR.. send us an application on the ADOPTME 

page at Dream4pets.org 
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